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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In August 1985, the Guidance and Airborne Systems Branch (ACT-140) received a
formal request through Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Headquarters,
Helicopter Program Branch (APM-720), from the Southwest Region Rotorcraft
Directorate (ASW-10) to supply a "trend analysis" to demonstrate a trend, if
any, associated with the decisiou height (DH) through missed approach phases of
precision approaches flown in a production S-76A at a minimum instrument
meterological conditions airspeed (Vmini) of 40 knots indicated airspeed
(KIAS). This work was prompted by the certification testing of the S-76A for a
lower Vmini conducted by the New England Certification Office (ANE-150)
performed at Battery Park Heliport, New York,in May 1985. During this tost phase
only four missed approaches were flown.

An additional 24 missed approaches were recorded, flown by three sohject pilots,
at 3*, 6* and 7.5@ glidepaths using microwave landing system (MLS) precision
guidance to a heliport.

Airborne data has been reduced to graphic plots that provide a visual
description of the approach and summarized mathematically to provide statistics
regarding performance indicators. These data were forwarded to ASW-l1O.

The data demonstrated that subject pilots, with minimal training, were aIle to
transition from a raw-data guided MLS precision approaches at elevation
(glidepath) angles ranging from 3* to 7.5* to the missed approach withoit
excessive difficulty or excessive loss of altitude.

The results of the analysis contained in this report can be used to further
refine and establish procedures for reducing the Vmini when flying
precision approaches to heliports.
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I NTRODUCT [ ON

This flight test program was a follow-on to the evaluation of the Sikorsky
S-76A by the New England Region Certification Office (ANE-150) evaluating the
aircraft for instrument final approach speeds below minimum instrument
meterological conditions airspeed (Vmini). 'This test was conducted
from May 21 through May 31, 1985. The program was initiated ii response to
Sikorsky letter COL-85-8500 dated April 2, 1985. The evaluation criteria was
provided in a letter from the Suthwest Rotorcraft Directorate (ASW-ll0), see
appendix A-1. The test helicopter was a Sikorsky S-76A, serial number 760053,
registration number 6702. Eight flights for a total of 12.2 hours of flight
time were flown, which included two instrument landing system (ILS) approaches
and 36 microwave landing system (MLS) approaches flying 6' and 9' glideslopes
u[itlizing the MLS at Battery Park Hel iport (reference I). Based ni the
test ig, ANE-150 recommended to ASW-11;) that the Sikorsky S-76A,,.qo :ppod with
the Sperry SPZ-7000 Dual Digital Automatic Flight Control System (DOAFCS)
operating in the ATT mode, demonstrated acceptable flight characteristics during
instrument final approaches using airspeeds between Vmini and 40 knits
iniicated airspeed (KIAS) with the following limitations:

1. A minimum crew of two helicopter instrument rated pilots.

2. A minimum approach airsp,?,d of 40 KIAS.

i. A maxirnum .rosswind component of 15 knots.

4. A maximum glidepath of 7.5*

. A siiitabli. groundspeed indicator nust be available (i.e., precision
distance :neasuring equipinent (DME/P), distance ineasurinrg equipment (DAYE), or
ioran C or Area Navigation (PRNAV)).

5. A sui table Id icat ion of a de -elerat ion point prior to gl idepa th
intercept ion (DME , very high frequency omnidirectional range (VOR) radi I al
nondirect ion beacon (NDB ), marker boacon (MB), etc.).

7. Lnstal la t ion of ip rr,.ved i ns t r umont pr,-c i si on ap tr.ach rec ei e eq Ii pm ,,t
[LS or MLS).

8. An ap proved I ris t ru t ion manual (rot o rc raft f Ii gh t ma naI (RFM) s, pp 1 em, nt
etc.) must be available.

Tr'4 Sperry SP/-700)(0 f I :ht Ii recto r may he ,osed in th, 3 cue nhtod , but n
n It be coupled to tho atlt ,atic flight ,ontrol system (A'CS). Cn,, ol AFCS
(aton itic pilot) approach-s below V1in i are not authorizot. Flti ght
iirpc tor 2 cue (aa.*.i th ai g lidepath) approaches are nit aiithor i ,,d at
:i1rspe,!ds sel,w Vi i

In A, i t liss, \t-14( r,,c , ivi-d a rqIie st from the ASW- II to sapp y :1 "tr,
nalIs is" to )Ielntritr I, a trend, it ayIV, associated with the de.:i-on hiht
i) t ir ih 1n r pha,,s .if pr cisi ,n ippr In'hes flIwa i -a

prOdct irn S- 7 A iLt V ni i 'J KI.\; (se," appt -,d '). <),,riog ti
rt-rt it iat i n 1ff ic, tI, t h -r ,oi lv nr mi ss,, appr) il ies wrI, wn .

: "", , - ."- -€,", ."," , , .. - " -'.,'.'. ,,-' ',,',,'.#.' '-" ., ..'. '. '..-,',li,'-"[",, ..".'.'-. .,'- '.. . . .'." . .'- -.-



obtain additional missed approach data, 24 approaches were flown at 30, 60, and
7.5" glidepaths to a collocated MLS installed at the Interim Concept
Development Heliport at the FAA Technical Center.

OBJECTIVE.

The purpose of these tests flights was to augment data collected by United
Technologies Corporation, Sikorsky Division, during flying 40-knot minimum
instrument (Vmini) airspeed certification test flights. The original
certification tests flights were conducted in May 1985 at the Battery Park
Heliport in New York City.

BACKGROUND.

Below are the main issues relating to decreasing the Vmini of the S-76A

helicopter from 60 KIAS to 40 KIAS.

I. There are two reasons to reduce Vmini. The primary reason is to
reduce the distance required to decelerate from DH to full stop at a heliport.
The existing Vmini for most S-76A aircraft (60 KIAS) requires approximately
3000 feet (assuming a 0.05g deceleration limit) to decelerate to a hover in a
normal manner (see appendix D). However, decelerating from 40 KIAS only requires
approximately 1500 feet to perform the same maneuver. This distance remains
essentially constant regardless of the approach angle the pilot has selected.
Thus, as the approach angle increases, the height above landing (HAL) at which
the pilot must have visual contact with the landing environment also increases.
With the lower Vmini, just as the distance to decelerate can be reduced
by one-half, the HAL can be reduced by one-half. As a result, the approach
minimums for steep angle approaches can be reduced below the minimums which can
be obtained with a higher Vmini. Another reason to reduce Vmini is to reduce
the rate of descent required to maintain the desired glidepath. The maximum
desired rate of descent has been determined through prior testing to be no
greater than 900 feet per minute (fpm). Flying a Vmini of 60-knot
indicated airspeed (IAS) and a lV-knot tailwind on a 6 ° approach angle, the rate
of descent is 795 fpm. Without the tailwind the rate of descent is 635 fpm.
However, with a Vmini of 40 KIAS with a 15 knot tailwind, the maximum
rate of descent would be only 581 fpm. Without the tail wind the rate of descent
is 421 fpm. A Vmini of 40 KIAS allows a greater acceptable tailwind
component to be present when flying steeper glidepaths than would allowed with a

Vmini of 60 KIAS.

*2. Another potential issue in reducing Vmini is that aircraft stability

is affected by the reduction of airspeed, and additional equipment may be
required to provide the necessary static and dynamic stability. As any
helicopter reduces its approach speed to less than the best lift over drag speed

- (74 KIAS for the S-76A), aircraft stability is reduced. This stability reduction
may require additional aircraft equipment to reduce the resultant workload on the
pilot. The current Vmini is aircraft equipment dependent. For the S-76A
equipped with a 3 cue (3 axis) flight director system and AFCS, a reduction of
Vmini to 50 knots is permitted. For an S-76A equipped with only a 2 cue
(2 axis) fligh director, with or without AFCS, a Vmini of 60 KIAS is
permitted.
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3. When 'iying steep angle approaches at a Vuitn i  less than the best

lift over Irag s peed (Vy,, (figure 1), National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA)/Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) flight tests have
shown that different flight techniques must be used. Flight on the backside of
the power curve requires strict airspeed control. Small vert ical correct ions
required to track a g ide slope are not nade with airspeed/pitch attitde
change as can be done whena operatifng on the front side of the power required
cur-ve. Power/col ective must be the prim ary control use I in glide slope
tracking durn g 1.)w speed (airspeeds less than Vv ) approches . Lower approach
speeds 4greatlV amp I I fy the effect of any wind. Aot he 4 .. t< IDro) 1m

A - .'1rs as tl winSpeeod nears the appr.oach airspeed, th run,l speed of the
helicopter incv becoiie so slow that the rate of clo-ur- t. , ui' site :
in i, A ,,pt ohlv low. The relative direct ion of the wind to I hi i ptr irid

.loi red approach nIti may .1S, iniuce signi ficaut ti a[IKIi O)lm s, such as.
w!I,.. tie' :'osswiud veloci tv equals the forward volocitv ,i the h1,. icopter. in

I ius caso, the requ ired corroct ion to stay on the , rjse 'ent, r1 " in' i Tt 1 0 off
ti" , i w in i ubotl he.ali H and, of 'oulrse, the i lioptar 11 u.e.r ,et to

r i, e n p. rt unless the aircr:ft was flown in a ISi os ip" t 1 i -t lit
"airs ,i tht, hol iport.

!) t. tecihniques ill reqlli re addit ional pil ,t tr u- ,. .IW'

L ni aic,:raft .. q uipment i .e., a 3-axis flight ie . ,- mpt mi-_'.t f.r ii
sii approiches) to :ichiaov lower Vn,,. Both requi rein,-rs tolch on

0. v".A-I atotv ss',V i eslt

'-C, THOD S

;5.
-. Y.'; i n . I O' 1fNT DESCRIP lION.

i< N 4I( . The 'iL, it LIi 'd ftr thi project was develoed far

' I t , t- X l ransp,)rtat ion i 0 )./F.AA by the azeltIu C, rpOrat i, . Thi ts a
........ .. .. ,, ~ ii, 1 0 ) "'S Co v o t two basic filnLt Io al tlet , e ,-,It

ii' i 1 ;t1!lt1i (A.", IppI-,:nented with )ME/P. Thes , l-merits are c l i ata,
W LW I-I po irt . This system radiates tie ,')I,,pat 15Io Timed R, -e'w-

- i bairn (rRSli) lormat consisting of a preamble and a TO-FR) s-,nnin. bam

1i ,iA- Cis. This svs tem pravides prport ional : ui,iauce through opprot i nt.,Wv
+ ', 1 L n I t o I15 °  in Fl,. DME/.'P wois provided by a .. 1airino Cor

iii; ,. ialdip Sstem (a tact i .'] M , with D E 'p) sitIAt Od aJ.3 :0 the A' 1 n,1
,1{'I: l:1S t- I-,I Ijil i s Iout rallge isdI lrl;-,a htas1r-,ne-t s ,o > uth ,tt-a t s.

.- .

fi'. .~\ m ,<tV H,,l h,'ili < '-IA, Sarvi.ce l'st iiid 'Kvoliat ic ri l'rigrim (C'I' .P) ,- ,'ce <, ic- n
A ,it 10[0 1< S" TV Iv--id was" ImeIl i iit I i' t! 1- rr i' i nil'

L'5it I I ,'I tor this t st . Th,, rC'. i .> wc f ,,d I t ilI I i
L4'-)' for, it wit i t , nt I rs . 1tI s e",t to +A . and il I", co ll-- %-;-it a;I - +

l- IMoL,i.e ill . T -ar- lvi-it i4on Ila- ni t iol was lisalovi on q1Ie pI it
SI - o;lt Ii I t i I ,n io [ I I tr 5t, 1 ). e t '-, .

I ASI' AlCR:4\1r. Mu' -i -r ift lit i.',0! lirii, th ,, i t t, t -at w -i- In-'- , " "
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System and a HELCIS Flight Director. However, for this test only raw data
information was displayed on the pilot's HSI. The aircraft is certified for
single pilot instrument flight rule (IFR) operations with a minimum instrument
meterological conditions (IMC) airspeed (Vmini) of 60 knots and is
representative of the IFR certified helicopters currently in use.

The Flight Control System (FCS) in this test aircraft differed from the FCS
used in the certification test aircraft, the Sperry SPZ-7000. These systems
are fully described in reference 2. The SUZ-760 is a dual Helipilot system
consisting of two independent control systems, each fully capable of
controlling the helicopter pitch and roll axes. Each Helipilot has separate
electrical systems and gyro references. The Helipilots feed servos mounted in
series with the aircraft control rods. Automatic trim of the roll and pitch
axes refines control accuracy and further reduces pilot workload. The SHZ-760
system also contains a complete flight director which can operate independent
of the Helipilots to provide the pilot with visual flight director commands.
For fully automatic flightpath control, the flight director system is coupled

to the Helipilot system.

The Sperry SPZ-7000 DDAFCS is a completely integrated digital autopilot/flight

director/air data/auto trim system which has a full complement of horizontal
and vertical flight guidance modes. These include all radio guidance modes,
Loran C, RNAV tracking and air data oriented vertical modes. However, attitude
mode and coupled collective are also available to the pilot. When engaged and

coupled, the flight director will control the aircraft using the same commands
displayed on the attitude director indicator. The instruments act as a means

to monitor the performance of the autopilot. When the autopilot is not
engaged, the same modes of operation are available for the flight director
only. The pilot maneuvers the aircraft to satisfy the flight director
commands, as does the autopilot when it is engaged.

The biggest control differences between the SHZ-760 and the SPZ-7000 are:

SHZ-760 SPZ-7000

AFCS in 2 axes AFCS in 4 axes
(pitch, roll) (pitch, roll, yaw, collective)

Heading hold (roll axis) Heading hold (yaw)
Collective cue in (goaround Collective cue in all modes (coupled)

(GA) only (not coupled)
Not Compatible with the Compatible with the Electronic Flight

Electronic Flight Instru- Instrumentation System

rnentation System

The aircraft was operated between approximately 500 to 1500 pounds below the

maximum gross weight of 10,300 pounds. However, this was not considered as a
critical parameter in the test since no one engine inoperative (OEI) procedures
were flown. The center of gravity (CG) for each flight was approximately
204 inches (see figure 4).

SUBJECT PILOTS. The subject pilots selected for this test were local FAA
pilots. It was decided to uitilize local pilots due to the small number of
approaches to be performed. Each pilot was qualified in the S-76A and familiar

7- '
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with steep angle approach techniques. Each pilot possessed at least a
rotorcraft commercial/instrument flight rating. The pilots had an average of
200 hours of instrument time (actual or simulated).

AIRCRAFT TRACKING. Two different ground-based aircraft tracking systems were
used simultaneously during this test. The systems used were an optical system,
A GTE Precision Automated Tracking System (PATS), and a radar system called
Extended Area Instrumentation Radar (EAIR). Using both systems provided
redundancy and permitted a higher degree of continuous tracking coverage.
A primary tracking system was identified dependent on target location. For
areas within 2 nautical miles (nmi) of the MLS ground equipment and the area
containing the missed approach segment PATS tracking was selected to be the
primary system, while EAIR was used to fill in where PATS data were not
available.

EAIR TRACKER. The Technical Center's EAIR is a model 661, precision C-band
instrumentation radar system that was designed to measure, record, and display
an aircraft's position in slant range and AZ and EL angles. In the primary
tracking mode (skin track), EAIR has a maximum tracking distance of 100 nmi.
in the secondary mode (beacon), it has a range of 190 nmi. In either mode it
has a minimum tracking distance of 1 nmi. Recorded data are sent to the
computer facility and post-flight processed in the same manner as the PATS
data. A detailed description of both tracking systems is presented in
reference 3.

GTE (PATS). The GTE PATS is a mobile laser tracking and ranging system. It
gathers, records, and displays space position information on a wide variety of
vehicles and targets in real time with great accuracy. Self-contained in a
mobile van, PATS requires two operators. PATS measures AZ, EL, and range
automatically by transmitting a laser pulse to a target and measuring the angle
of return and the round trip time. These data are then recorded on a Digital
PDP 11/34 system and processed to be merged with EAIR data and the airborne
data to yield airborne position plots, system error, and flight technical
error. Performance characteristics of the PATS tracker are depicted in
table 1.

APPROACH PROCEDURES. Twenty-four approaches for data were flown each beginning
from a turn on to the final approach course at 4 nmi. The aircraft was slowed
to 40 KIAS by the preglideslope intercept deceleration point (2.5 ME). The
flight test profiles are depicted in table 2. Approach plates for the three
different EL angles flown to the heliport are shown in figures 5 to 7. The
40 KIAS was maintained throughout the duration of the approach to DH. At DH a
straight ahead climb was initiated to 500 feet NiSL followed by a climbing left
turn to heading 1600 leveling off at 1600 feet m.s.l. Following the approaches
to the heliport, two subjects flew one approach to runway 31 to perceive
workload differences flying at Vmini of 40 KIAS to a split site MLS.
The approach plate for the runway 31 approach is presented in figure 8. These
approaches were not tracked due to the alignment of the trackers. However, the
subjects' comments were recorded by the airborne data technician.

Alt flying was performed with the Stability Augmentation System (SAS) flight
control system selected.

9



TABLE 1. PATS TRACKER PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

1. Absolute Accuracy:

Azimuth: 0.1 milliradian (mrad) for all ranges

Elevation: 0.1 mrad for all ranges
Range: +0.5 meters for target ranges of 200 to 10,000 meters

+1 meter for target ranges of 10,000 to 30,000 meters

2. Data Sample Rate:

100, 50, 20, or 10 sample sets per second, selectable.

3. Angular Coverage:

4. AZ: +4200

EL: -5° to +850

4. Acquisition Dynamics (manual or automatic)

Maximum angular rate (AZ and EL ): 2 radians/second.
Maximum angular acceleration (AZ and EL ): 500 mrad/sec 2

TABLE 2. FLIGHT TEST PROFILES

Run EL No Wind Rate of Distance to
No. Angle (deg) Descent (fpm) DH (ft) Decel. (ft)*

1 3.0 200 200 3818
2 7.5 550 200 1520
3 6.0 450 200 1902
4 7.5 550 200 1520
5 3.0 200 200 3818
6 6.0 450 200 1902
7 7.5 550 200 1520
8 3.0 200 200 1902
9 6.0 450 200 1902
10 3.0 200 200 3818

ILS to runway 13 or 3.0 ° MLS to runway 31 with missed approach as in the test.

Not tracked.

*Th minimum distance to decelerate from 40 KIAS is about 1500 feet. The
distances to decelerate for the test was based on the DH for Category I
operations. This was the same criteria utilized by Sikorsky in the original

tests.
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Altitudes for intercepting the elevation were:

30 EL - 700 feet

60 EL - 1400 feet

7.50 EL - 1600 feet

Each approach was flown to a DH of 200 feet. The deceleration dist 1n-es froi.
DH to touchdown are shown in table 3.

TABLE 3. DH TO TOUCHDOWN DECELERATION DISTANCES

EL Angle Distance

30 3818 feet or 0.6 nmi

6o 1902 feet or 0.3 nmi
7.5* 1520 feet or 0.25 nmi

In the certification heliport MLS testing at Battery Park (append-x C), it was
recommended to approve MLS heliport approaches as a two-pilot procedire. In

this test the crew composition consisted of two pilots. The duties of the
copilot were:

I. Performing necessary radio communications.

2. Reading checklists.

3. Clearing all turns.

4. Calling out altitudes +500 feet and +100 from assigned or desird

altitudes.

5. Setting avionics equipment for the approach.

6. Calling the deceleration point 2.5 DME from the heliport.

7. Announcing go around at DH.

8. Flying the aircraft after the level off at 1600 feet on the missed

approach.

Airspeed while on downwind was maintained at between 90 to 120 KIAS. Before

reaching the 4 nmi DME fix outbound, while the pilot was setting the
instruments for the approach, the copilot leveled oft at the desired altitlde
for the approach. A turn to a heading of 0450 was performed to intercept tho
inbound course one mile prior to the deceleration point (3.5 nrni DMIE). Once

established on the inbound course, the subject began to decpl-rate so as to b"

stabilized at 40 KIAS at the deceleration point (2.5 nmi Dnw). his speed wis

maintained throughout the approach to DR. Once established on the approach,
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the AZ was maintained with the cyclic while the EL was maintained with the

collective, using the "backside" of the power curve approach techniques. At

DH, which was 200 feet radar altitude, the pilot initiated a missed approach.

NAfter leveling the aircraft at 1600 feet m.s.l. on the missed approach, the
safety pilot took over the controls while the subject responded to the approach
evaluation conducted by the data collection technician. The pilot was hooded
to simulate instrument meteorlogical conditions during the entire approach and
missed approach segments. Following each run the subject was asked to rate the
approach to DH and the missed approach according to the Cooper Harper rating
scale.

The subjects flew three approaches to a DH of 200 feet, at each of the
EL angles 3 ° , 6, and 7.58*

DATA REDUCTION

Various aircraft performance data are obtained from sensors onboard the
Saircraft and recorded on magnetic tape. The data collected are divided into

two groups. Aircraft state parameters: such as IAS, true airspeed (TAS),
pitch, roll, and yaw attitudes, vertical speed and magnetic heading, and
control movement. MLS parameters: received raw AZ and EL angles, DME range,
displayed AZ and EL angles, and MLS signal flags. A list of the parameters

collected is contained in table 4.

Data collection started at the 4-nmi DME range inbound on the approach.

Collection terminated when the aircraft had climbed through 1600 feet altitude
on the missed approach. Events were marked manually by the data collection
technician at 4 DME inbound, EL angle intercept, DH, 500 feet radar altitude on
the missed approach and 1600 feet MSL on the missed approach.

Ground tracking (laser and extended area radar) data and airborne data were
merged and utilized to generate plots depicting both plan and profile views

of each procedure relative to the desired course (figures 9 and 10).

The data collection technician was responsible for maintenance of the airborne
flight log. This log provided the collection of subject and test pilot
comments in real time. Observer logs and pilot evaluations were analyzed for
overall trends.

FLIGHT TEST ANALYSIS

Three pilots participated in the project. Below is a listing of the pilots
experience level and ratings:

Pilot 1

Commercial/Instrument Rotorcraft-Helicopter
400 hours total helicopter time

20 hours in the last 6 months
60 hours actual/simulated instrument time

,' 16
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TABLE 4. AIRBORNE DATA (COLLEC"tk)N SPECIFICArI)NS

Sample Rate
Parameter -Unit-s (H)Resolution

Time Hours/mi nit,seconds N./A 0.001 second

ADC Indicated Airspeed knots 2 1 knot

ADC Vertical Velocitv Feet seo-tn/ s 10 ft'2in

Aircraft Heading C)egree/;nignet i 2 .020

Barometrr ic AlIt I tiide 29 .92 Feet 2 2 feet

Radar Altitude Feet 2 1 .2 feet

Vert ical Deviation Linear: feet 2 0.001 dots
Subject Pilot HSI Dots: as scaled on

Sdi splay
Angu lar: degrees

Laterial Deviation Angular: degrees
Subject Pilot HSI

MLS Azimuth Degrees 2 00

MLS Elevation Degrees 2 0.003

MLS Range Feet 2 4 ft

Along Track Distance 7eet 2 4 ft

ML,; Flags

Cycle Position Percent of fl I scal. 2 5.0,

Pedal Position Perctnt of full scale 2 0.)52

Collective Position Per,:ent of f ul scale 2 1.0OY

Roll Angle Degres 0

P itch Ang Ie Degres .. 0..

Event .Marker Discrte code

Normal Accelerat ion s 21 t). ,

N)te: ADC Air Data Compuiter

4{ 0
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Pilot 2

Airline Transport Pilot Rotorcraft-Helicopter
2000 hours total helicopter time

50 hours in the last 6 months
300 hours actual/simulated instrument time

Pilot 3

Airline Transport Pilot Rotorcraft-Helicopter

3000 hours total helicopter time
50 hours in the last 6 months

500 hours actual/simulated instrument time

The flight control system (SHZ-760) was very different than the SPZ-7000 DDAFCS
used in the certification flights in New York. Only one of the subjects rated
the approaches as flown in our aircraft acceptable for IFR use. The other
subjects rated the approach phase as needing improvement because workload
levels in maintaining heading, airspeed, and course alignment were too high.
These two pilots did not feel that any of the approaches would be acceptable to
fly in IMC conditions. Two improvements to the procedures identified in the
test plan resulted in a reduction in perceived workload. They were:

1. Use the airspeed hold coupled to assist in pitch control. Of all axes to
control, pitch was considered by all the subjects to be the most difficult. By
using the airspeed hold function of the flight director coupled to the flight
control system, the pilots felt they reduced the workload greatly.

2. Having the copilot control the heading by use of his tail rotor pedals also
greatly reduced the perceived workload on the pilot flying the approach.
Without the Sperry SPZ-7000 4-axis flight control system with heading hold,
copilot assistance in heading control would reduce pilot workload in
maintaining an approach azimuth.

Wind limitations used for the test were a maximum tailwind and crosswind of
15 knots. The same limits were used in the certification tests. The weather
was better than 5000 foot ceiling and 5 miles visibility for the data
collection flights. The winds averaged 289 ° at 12 knots, which yielded an
average 10-knot direct crosswind component. With crosswind components greater
than this, pilot comments indicated that the "sideslip" technique for flying
the azimuth at low speeds became very uncomfortable.

CONCLU S IONS

The main purpose of the flight test was to provide ASW-110 composite flight

path plots of aircraft track from the decision height (DH) through the missed
approach segments. These plots were used to determine if any current terminal
instrument procedures (TERPS) criteria would be violated by reducing minim,,m
instrument meterological conditions airspeed (Vmini) to 40 knots indicated

p.o
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airspeed (KIAS). To this end the plots indicate that there were no
penetrations of the 20:1 missed approach surface (see appendix E). Figure II
shows the HL data for the three approachs angles flown.

The maximum deviation allowed by TERPS for the height loss (HL) at missed
approach rises along a 20:1 plane which begins at the surface or 250 feet below
the missed approach point. For this test that means that the 20:1 obstacle
free surface begins at ground level. At most, only a 40-foot fly under at DH
was detected during the 24 missed approaches flown. Additionally, from the
questionnaire results, the subject pilots felt that the transition from the
approaches to the missed approaches were very easy. The ease in flying the
missed approach is due mainly to the decreased rate of descent on each of the
approaches.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Altitude loss at decision height (DH) was considerably less than altitude
loss which has been measured at higher approach speeds. Pilots felt transition

to the missed approach segment could easily be accomplished with a 40-knot
approach speed. To be able to provide conclusive statistics on the missed
approach phase, a much larger pilot sample would be required. The sample
should consist of 12 subject pilots replicating each of the three approach
profiles three times. This would result in nine approaches per subject.

2. Ideally, this flight test should be conducted in an approved SPZ-7000
aircraft configuration. If this cannot be accomplished, then it is requested
that ASW-110 assist ACT-140 in determining what has to be done to
satisfactorily emulate an SPZ-7000 automatic flight control system (AFCS) in
S-76A registry number N-38.

3. A flight test should be performed at the Technical Center evaluating 2 cue
vs 3 cue flight directors for microwave landing system (MLS) steep angle
approaches to heliports. This study would provide ASW-110 with potential uses
of flight directors for reducing pilot workload when flying steep angle
approaches to heliports. This could also provide ASW-110 with a data base to
make certification decisions as to benefits or restrictions of the majority of
systems currently in use by the majority of the helicopter population. This
test would identify any operational 2 cue benefits for steep angle approaches.

REFERENCES

1. Single Pilot IFR System Pilot's Manual for the S-76. Sperry Flight
Systems, Avionics Division.

2. Luciani, V. J., NAFEC Range Instrumentation System, FAA-NA-74-32, May
1975.

3. Enias, J., Webb, M., and Billmann, B., Battery Park Heliport Flight Test
Results, DOT/FAA/CT-TN85/58, December 1985.
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APPENDIX A

LOW SPEED IFR APPROACHES FOR HELICOPTERS



Memorandum
US Deportment
of TronsportatiOn

Federal Aviation
Administration

Suolec, Low Speed IFR Approaches for Helicopters Dai MAY 1 ) 5

From Don P. Watson Alm r"

Manager, Aircraft Certification Division, ASW-100

To ANE-150

This is in response to ANE-150's subject letter dated April 24, 1985.

The following guidance should be used to evaluate and approve transport
category helicopter approach, landing, and missed approach procedures
using airspeeds below VMINI until such time as further regulatory
actions are completed. This guidance may be modified as a result of the
S-76 evaluation conducted by ASW-110 and ANE-150 representatives.

In addition to the requirements of Appendix B, Part 29, the following
shall be required.

a. Airspeeds below VMINI may be used only during approach,
landing, and missed approach procedures.

b. During a missed approach, the helicopter must be safely
controllable and maneuverable while accelerating from the minimum approver
approach speed to VyI while using not less than maximum continuous power.

c. Static longitudinal stability. For approach airspeeds below
VMINI, the longitudinal control position and force versus speed curves

must not have a negative slope within a range of airspeeds +5 knots either
side of any airspeeds between VMINI and the higher of 25 knots or the
minimum approved approach speed, with--

(1) The helicopter trimmed at VMINI and the higher of 25 knots
or the minimum approved approach speed;

(2) Power required to maintain a 30 glideslope and to maintain
Lhe steepest approach gradient for which approval is requested; and

(3) Landing gear extended, if applicable.

(4) A return to trim airspeed is not required at airspeeds below
VMINI.

d. Dynamic stability for approach speeds below VMINI:

A-I
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(1) Any oscillation having a period of less than 5 seconds must

damp to one-half amplitude in not more than two cycles.

(2) Any oscillation having a period of 5 seconds or more but
less than 10 seconds must be damped.

I.

(3) Any oscillaticn having a period of 10 seconds or more, or
any aperiodic response, may not achieve double amplitude in less than
10 seconds.

e. The neea for additional equipment, systems, and installations
should be evaluated.

The following background information is provided for the FAA
representatives to consider during their evaluation:

a. The requirement for a radar altimeter. FAA/NASA studies have

Aindicated this equipment and systems are necessary during approaches at

speeds below VYINI. Helicopters using approach speeds below VMINI
will, in most cases, use approach gradients (glideslopes) steeper than tne
normal 30 ILS glideslope. A 60 gradient was used during most of the
FAA/NASA studies. Ever, at low or decelerating approach speecs, the

steeper gradients result in a relatively high rate of descent at decision
heights (and assimed breakout from IMC to VMC). The pilot will accept
these higher rates of descent with a radio altimeter, but some concern was

expressed by some of tne pilots during the FAA/NASA studies if a radio
altimeter was not available. Significant advantages were also found when
the radio altimeter was used for annunciation of decision height.

b. The requirement to provide display(s) which provide the
relationship of speed, pCsition, and landing area. FAA/NASA studies have
indicated that it may be necessary to provide a display of progress of
Speed, position, and landing area. The low approach speeds greatly
amplify the effect of any wind and, as the windspeed nears the approach.
airspeed, the groundspeed of the helicopter may become so low that the
rate of closure to the landing site is unacceptably low.

The relative direction of the wind to the helicopter and desired approach
path may also induce significant tracking problems. The helicopter pilot

, desires a display that shows his relative position to the landing site and
the rate of closure to the landing site such as that visually perceived
during a visual approach. As a minimum, a distance measuring equipment
(ME) system, in conjunction with the ILS/MLS, would fulfill this
requirement; however, since this requires the busy pilot to mentally

A-2
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inLegrate the DHE display to determine closure rate, the otjective of the

requirement is meant to be an incentive for new systems nearer to meeting
the desires of the pilot. The addition of a groundspeed readout display
wo"Id be preferred over a normal DME display only.

c. Airspeed systems. An airspeed system that provides repeatable
information is necessary for control during low speed final approach
segment. Tnt accuracy and calibration requirements of Part 29 are not
cranged. Precise or accurate airspeed information is much less a
re~irenent than repeatable airspeed information. Satisfactory procedures
and contrcl can be readily developed and used with a repeatable airspeed
inlication. Translational lift has a significant effect on pitot-static
airspeed systems; however, proper design permits steady and repeatable
iF. -ctios wtren decelerating to translational lift airspeed. This
reqjiremert does not exclude the use of nonpitot-static airspeed systems
but is not intended to require them.

d. Flight control guidance system. FAA/NASA studies have indicated
that a flight control guidance system that consists of either an automatic
approach coupler or a flight director system may be required. With
approach speeds below about 50 knots, the tracking task becomes difficult
because any wind or turbulence is a larger percentage of the airspeed.
Besides the physical relationship (i.e., groundspeed vs. airspeed vs.
aerodynamics) that a wind will generate, the pilot must "learn" tnat large
correction . are required. A simple example of the difficulty of the
approach can be envisioned where a crosswind velocity equals the forward
velocity of the helicopter. In this case, the required correction to stay
on the localizer centerline is 900 and, of course, the helicopter would
never get to the heliport unless some other correction was made. The slow
airspeed helps to keep this from being an impossible task, but the
integration of the data to provide the right corrections must be made for
the pilot, not by the pilot.

Consistent with the FAA commitment to the Rotorcraft Master Plan,
the Rotorcraft Certification Directorate considers this new area of
instrument flight to be a significant project. Mr. J. S. Honaker,
ASW-lII, is assigned as Project Officer. Mr. Honaker will plan to atten
necessary meetings with Sikorsky as a certification team member and
participate in FAA test flights as an observer as agreed during the

/A/Sikorsky meeting on March 29, 1985. We request that you keep

Mr. Hionaker advised of the project schedule.

A -3
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APPENDIX B
ACT-140 LETTER: EVALUATION OF SIKORSKY S-70

HELICOPTER FOR PRECISION APPROACHES (MLS AND ILS)

AT AIRSPEED BELOW EXISTING Vmini
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I.'CR4ATO>: Lvaluation of Sikorsky 5-76 ieclicopter
for Precision Approaches (IL. and ILS) at Airspeeds
Below 5xlstiL.S Vmin '

James Enias
rliht Operations Analyst, ACZI-4C

uelicopter rrograw flanarer, APH-720
Thru: helicopter lechnical Progran hanager, AC;-140

Ibe purpose of this memorandum is t-, identify the requireaent for a
"quick-lool.= flight test activity to explore the operatiocal
characteristics of a lower Vain, during precision approach and
missed approach operations to a helipad.

.s you are aware, U.S itorsky, Paul 3alfe (A!NL-150), Paul. aidley
(AZW-270), and 71ric Bries (i6W-ll0) have recently completee an evaluation
of the S-76 helicoptei for precision approaches (Oir an" I'l-) at
alrspieed below tlie existing Mln of 60 [LA;. It appears fro-z
the trip report completer-1 by A!,-ll0 (attactrient) that Sikorsk.y will
request certification for a 40 LL-' 'mini to a N. of 20) feet for
glidepath angles up to 7.50.

&'here Is no doubt in ny mind that these numbers are feasIble, however,
there m be ime impact on 7'i'-S during a missed apigroach. Of concern
is the tiue, distance and altitude los6, if any, inherent with
accelerating from Dil at 40 KTS may be significantly different than the
profile fron Di at 6 K, . Too, the_ 40 IZJS profile may penetrate the

*'isting or planned T Rr' missed approach surface. !his perceive(!
difference would result frou the fact that when executing a mibse
approach fror a speed below Vto0 s; first increase collective to
obtain takeoff torque and then, albeit simultaneous, accelerate forward
to 52 KIAS (Vtoss) before attempting to establish a positive ratc
of climb.

14 I have discussed this matter with Lric Bries and we feel that a

quick-look flight test would demonstrate a trend, if any, associated vitli
procedures at the lower Vainl. We feei this information would be
of benefit to both support certification issues, and substantiate any

T"UPS-related issues.
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As planrie(, this test would consist of C apprcoaches/~asted approachcs to
a Di. of 2,M feet at ecd' of the elevation an7.1es of 30, VD, an%-
7.50. :.sbe approaches woul.' be flown by i,'LLA pilots usiu.; raw data
guidance inforwntion &&t within the equipment/guicelines contaiet! In
attaci-ic-.t 12. .i activitv Coiild be coupleLeA.' dttin-, Octobet WIt
ap~roxirmatcly t~ hoirs of flight tinc ir. tiiw 'z-7 and wc would provide
tiic rcsultaut data consistent with previour heiiroj ter f~' li,,ht
test ,. Ph~asc note tLat our 'i1work was orI1:'nai1I, schiedule,!
fcr January 1 ,but is beiaL acze1eratec! due to tie; expreuscA intcreEt

if thtre art, ai, questions or comnents coacerulw:f t!.1s m~atte~r, please
contajct me at 1%-1 4%-633X,_ it youi arv in a , -rernt viti. tuisr proposc.!

fl .ttest act~vfty, pleasc see to it that AV!'-1L' proviles a foriaI
reouest, together witi, any required adiol/hne to, this office.

At t c Inner

-Lt
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APPENDIX C
ASW-110 LETTER: EVALUATION OF SIKORSKY S-76

* HELICOPTER FOR PRECISION APPROACHES (,MLS AND ILS)
* AT AIRSPEED BELOW EXISTING Vmi ni
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Memorandum
U S Department
of Transportation

Federal Aviation
Administration

INFORMATION: Evaluation of the Sikorsky S-76A Helicopter

for Precision Instrument Approaches Using Final approach SEP 6 w5
Airspeeds Below V

Ronald L. Vavruska
Manager, Boston Aircrcraft Certification Office, ANE-i50

M~nager, Helicopter and Policy Procedures Staff, ASW-11J

Sikorsky Aircraft requested FAA certification criteria and policy for IFF
approaches at final approach airspeeds below V . in Sikorsky letter
CAL-85-853J dated April 2, 1985. The Rotorcrafn "ertification Directorate
provided guidance for evaluating the low speed IFR approaches in a letter

to ANl-15.) dated May 20, 1985. An evaluation of the low airspeed final

approaches was flown by Mr. Paul J. Balfe, ANE-156, during the period

May 2 through 31, 1985. The attached report covers the results of this
test program.

Wt bilievc the Sikorsky S-76A equipped with the Sperry SPZ-7000 DDAFCS

ope rating in the ATT mode demonstrated acceptable flight characteristics

durfnc instrument final approaches using airspeeds between V n and 40 KIA§

wi "ththh, fllowing limitations:

. -inimur crew of two helicopter instrument rated pilots.

. A minimum approach airspeed if 40 KIAS.

.A 7,iximun crosswin4 component of 15 knots.

4. The maximum glideslope is 7.5 degrees.

5. A suitable groundspeed indicator must be available (DME/P, D'E,

LORAN C, RNAV, etc.).

6. A suitable indication of the deceleration point prior to glidepath

interception (DME, VOR radial, NDB, MB, etc.).

7. Installation of approved instrument precision approach receiver

equipment (ILS, M]LS).

8. An approved instruction manual (RFM supplement, etc.) must be

available.

9. The Sperry SPZ-7000 flight director may be used in the 3 cue mode, but
may not be coupled to the AFCS. Coupled AFCS (automatic pilot)

approaches below V are not authorized. Flight director 2 cuemin
(azimuth and glidepath) approaches are not authorized at airspeeds

below Vmini.

%
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.This configuration also demonstrated compliance with the guidance provided by

the Rotorcraft Certification Directorat'. With your concurrence, we will
certificate the Sikorsky S-76A with the listed limitations for precision
instrument final approaches using airspeeds between Vin and 40 KIAS.

The guidance developed by the Rotorcraft Certification Directorate provided a
helicopter with acceptable flying qualities for low airspeed precision
instrument approaches. We recommend this material be formalized in t'-e
certification requirements for helicopter instrument flight.

At tachnt nt
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Advances in Decelerating Steep Approach
and Landing for Helicopter Instrument Approaches

Paul S. Demko
Electronics Project Engineer

and
CPT James H. Boschma

R&D Technical Operations Officer
USA Avionics R&D Activity

Abstract is obviously not being used. Furthermore, within

A true, total operational capability for today's ATC system. serious traffic conflicts often

helicopters during instrument meteorological condi- arise when the slow helicopter competes with the
tions (IMC) and, in many cases, during niyht fly- fixed-wing aircraft for the use of the ILS facili-

ing conditions will not be realized,in practice, ties.

until the nelicopter pilot is provided the means
with which to perform the same decelerating steep The stereotyped fixed-wing operational
approach and landing (DSAL) maneuver during IMC scenario for the helicopter under MC should now
that he routinely performs under visual flying be changed. The same kind of Decelerated Steed
conditions. This means that the helicopter pilot Approach and Landing (DSAL) into confined landing
-ust, in 3ddition to being provided the means with sites which is performed visually can now ne ce,-
.Nnich to safely guide his helicopter along a pre- formed completely on instruments. Army helicopter

cise steep angle approach course, be provided flight tests under simulated !MC have clearly

t'e -eans with which to perform a normal demonstrated the safety and practicability of

Jeceleration to a safe approach termination within Chis fact.

a confined landing zone. This maneuver must be The key to the helicopter's ability to performoutside world. Microwaveolandingaguidanceosystems,
accomplished without any visual reference to the the OSAL maneuver, under any conditionsis, ofo u t s i d e o r ld . M i c r o w a v e la n d i n g g u id a n c e s y s t e m s , c o r e i t a b l y t o d e e a e a o n a p e i s y
complete with the necessary precision CME, working course, its ability to decelerate along a precisely
through unique I-tue/4-axis flight director (FD) defined glideslope and localizer course to t zero
and autopilot (AP) systems ,have now extended the forward and vertical velocity with respect to the
helicopter's Formerly visial 3SAL capabilities into ground by the time it has reached its touchdown
the 1MC domain. The intent of this paper is to pad.
brief the reader on how this capability has been Two recent AVRADA developments now make the
achieved. IMC OSAL maneuver feasible. The first of these is

This paoer describes the instrument decelerat- an extremely accurate Ku-band landing guidance
ing steep approach and landing techniques which system which provides precision localizer, glide-
were pioneered by the U.S. Army Avionics R&D slope (selectable from 3 through 12 degrees), ME
Activity and expounds on work done by Sperry Flight range and DME range rate guidance to the landing
Systems both independently and 'nder Army contract aircraft. One particular man-portable model ofym(see references), this system has even been made small enough, less

than 40 inches high and 60 pounds, to be carried
Background to almost any site and set up within less than five

Historically, the helicopter's true Vertical minutes. The second development is a a-cue flight
Take-off and Landing (VTOL) capability has been ex- director system that, with guidance from that land-
ploitable only under favorable weather conditions: ing system as its primary input, computes control
that is, the helicopter oilot could perform a de- motion or stick position commands for the pilot's
celerated steep approach and landing to touchdown cyclic, collective and pedals to accomplish the
or hover into a confined landing area only when he DSAL maneuver along a precision course to hover or
could see that landing area from a sufficient dis- touchdown in the desired LZ. In fact, the maneuver
tance to perform a comfortable deceleration to a is accomplished automatically, hands-off, when the
safe stop. Suitable avionics have not existed to commands are coupled to the helicopter's 4-axis
extend this capability to operations in instrument autopilot system.
weather or at night. The standard procedure under
these adverse conditions has been to fly the heli- The most attractive aspect of the technology
copter in essentially the same manner as fixed-wing described is that it is here today for the user who
aircraft in a fixed-wing Air Traffic Control (ATC) might be bold enough to desire full utility from
system, performing shallow (30) glideslope Instru- his VTOL assets even when the weather does not
ment Landing System (ILS) constant speed approaches cooperate.
to conventional runways. This fixed-wing instru-
ment meteorological condition (1MC) approach to The Deceleration Maneuver
helicopter operations is wasteful of the helicop-
ter's most unique and most valuable capability, its The orerequisite to any successful helicopter
ability to make steep decelerating approaches to a landing is the deceleration maneuver. This fact
hover into confined lndinq ites. 'Jnder these is, of course, obvious to the helicopter pilot who
conditions, this unique utility of the helicopter performs this maneuver in a predictably routine

manner every time he 7akesla ,'FR approach to a
79-16-1
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laning pad. All that nee.is to be done, then, for NOTE 1: DISTANCE TO DECELERATE TO STOP AT .05G
helicopter IM landing, is to extrapolate this de- DECELERATION RATE = 3125 FEET FROM 60
celeration capability into the IMC domain. KNOTS.

NOTE 2: TIME TO DECELERATE TO STOP AT .05
The nrma helicopter VFR DSAL maneuve- is DECELERATION RATE = 62.5 SECONOS FROM

usua~ll initiated at some constant velocity (e.g., 60 KNOTS.
60 knots; and proceeds as such, until at some pre-
scribed distance from the touchdown pad, the pilot
executes the aeceleration maneuver in order to 700-

arrive safely, to a hover or touchdown, at a pre- 60-
cise spot within the desired LZ. In VFR weather,
the pilot usually determines the point at which he 500.
must begin the deceleration from the LZ sight pic- HAT

arq- Iture and apparent closure rate. This closure rate -FT

is sometimes referred to as the constant apparent FT /' ; I..I"4
ground speed and becomes, in reality, the deceler- 300- I ,
ation maneuver. The deceleration usually proceeds o !
at approximately a .05G rate to approach termina- 2C in 1 0L %1

tion. Figure 1 is an illustration of the typical ,
deceleration curve. If the deceleration curve is , ,

CLOSURE RANGE RATE ALONG GLIDESLOPE VERSUS
SLANT RANGE TO HOVER OR TOUCHDOWN FIGURE 2. Glideslope angle versus height above

touchdown required for initiation of
decelerating approach to confined
landing area.

Lacking the capability to perforr the DSAL
RANGE 7- maneuver under IMC, it is dangerous to think of
RATE 0 performing helicopter IMC approaches into confinec

LZ's to a fixed Decision Height (DH) (e.g., :ate-
KNOTS 50 gory II - 100 foot DH). If this is atternfed, as

40>. the glideslope angle is increased, the distance
available for the pilot to decelerate to his land-

.3 ing spot in a LZ is decreased (from the 3,06 feet

z required) while at the same time his vertical
velocity at DH and the magnitude of the visual

10 / deceleration after breakout is drastically increasez
( Figure 3 is an illustration of these mutually

hazardous effects. For example, from Figure 3, if

SLANT RANGE - FT X 1000 HAT VS DECELERATION DISTANCE AND RATE FOR VARYING

FIGURE 1. Helicopter decelerating Approach GLIDESLOPE ANGLE WITH CONSTANT RATE OF DESCENT

profile.

intercepted at 60 knots, the pilot requires about 200- 4.

3000 feet to stop in the normal manner, without 4, "
exceeding the comfortable deceleration of about
.05G. HAT-FT

The deceleration distance remains essentially
constant regardless of the approach angle (i.e.,
glideslope) the pilot has selected; in other words,
you still need 3000 feet to stop whether you're
flying a 30 approach or a 120 approach if you 0
initiate the deceleration from 60 knots. If this
distance Is translated into height above touchdown, DISTANLE REMAINING TO DECELERATE - FT X 1000
as in Figure 2, we see immediately that, as the I I I I I I I
approach angle goes up, so too must the Height Above 3 4 4 .1& .08 .a .0*
Touchdown (HAT) at which the pilot MUST HAVE VISUAL
CONTACT WITH HIS LZ IF HE HAS NO CAPABILITY TO DECELERATION RATE REQUIRED G UNITS

DECELERATE AND LAND UNDER IMC. We see from Figure
2, for example, if the ability to perform the IMC Figure 3. Non-decelerating approach to fixed HAT

DSAL maneuver is lacking and a 90 glideslope (60 knot constant speed to HAT).

approach angle is required to get into a particular a pilot attempts t8 approach to a LZ under IMC at
LZ, then the pilot must have visual contact with 60 knots along a 9 glideslope and does not expect
his intended LZ at roughly 490 feet HAT. to achieve visual contact with that LZ until reach-

Ing a DH of 100 feet HAT, then he would be left wit

79-16-2
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only 640 of the 3000 feet he needs to decelerate
and land ,and be required. to perform that decelera-
tion at .24G or 5 times the normal rate. The
chances of performing such a maneuver without suf-
fering serious consequences Is doubtful. If,.on
the other hand, the pilot could begin his nominal
.05G deceleration while still in IMC at roughly
3000 feet from the LZ, his vertical and forward
velocity would be such that, from the point he
achieved visual contact with his LZ at 100 feet HAT,
he could continue a normal, steep, 9 visual
approach to his desired spot in that LZ (see Figure
4). In fact, if he could perform the-deceleration

HAT VS DECELERATION DISTANCE AND RANGE
RATE FOR VARYING GLIDESLOPE ANGLE WITH

DECELERATING RATE OF DESCENT

" HAT - FT ' / / "

""~ .... .

,-~- -"
44

- DISTANCE REMAINING TO DECELERATE ,.FT X 100

HA ... FTT I A10- ,

-S C RANG TE -KNOTS

Figure 4. Deceletatihg: appr6ach to fixed HAT,
(.05G'c6nstant deceleration initiated

frofty 60 k.t ts at 3125 ft from touchdown). --

maneuver under IMC,.hew could, withthe proper guid-
ance and displaylinstrumentation system, continue
the OSAL maneuver to his landing spot safely, with-
out reference to any outside visual cues. The pilot
will then have.s-accessfully accomplished under IMC.
what he routinely does in VFR. The impiication of
a capability soch as this is clear: the utility of.
the helicopter will be enhanced significahtly.

The Microwave tandinq System.

Microwave irstrument landing systems,' such-as
the Army's Tactical Landing System- (TLS) (Figure 5)
and Man Portable Scanning Beam Landing System
(MPSBLS), (Figure 6), provide the guidance signals
required to perform-the DSAL maneuver under IMC.. -
The MPSBLS, for example, Is. a.miniature landing
guidance system ground equipment which- weighs in.
(less batteries)ait less than 60,pounds, stands

'w'.'. about 3 feet tall, emcloses a volume.of about 2.5
., , cubic feet and can be moved around easily by one

man. In fact, one man can set. the system up and
have it completely operational in less than 5
minutes. The MPSBLS provides very precise azimuth,
elevation, range, range rate and height information
(see-MPSBLS Equipment Highlights -Table 

1) to

helicopters on approach when used with the * * . Fi.-',re 5. I,-ry T3ctical L3'dinq Systow '.

79-16-3
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TABLE 1. MPSBLS Equipment Highlights.

Size (less pedestal):

29.5 in H, 16.5 in W, 16.5 in 0.

-. , Weight (including pedestal, less batteries):

Power consumption:

150 watts total from any 24 VDC source.

Coverage (localizer, glideslope, DME):

300 in azimuth, 0 to 200 in elevation.

DME error ( manufacturer's specification):

50 feet or - 2% of range.

m RMS angle error (manufacturer's specification):

0.3 localizer, 0.20 glideslope

Update rate: 4Hz.

.,No. of channels:

t 10 (15.412 to 15.688 GHz ground to air).

Antenna beamwidths:

localizer - 60 x 200

F ure 6. Man Portable Scanning Beam Landing System glideslope - 40 x 600

(MPSBLS). OME - 60 x 200

":-'fnient Landing Set, Airborne, AN/ARQ-31,which
was -eveloped for the Arny under the TLS program. OME range data establishes the exact distance of
T"e mPSBLS system oas designed specifically for the helicopter from the touchdown point while the
nelhoocter use at glideslopes from 6 through 12 range rate establishes the exact closure rate of
degrees. The required glideslope angle is selected the helicopter with respect to the touchdown point
by an 'angle" select switch in the AN/ARQ-31 control Knowing these two parameters, along with the pre-

00 head located in the aircraft cockpit (see Figure 7). cise glideslope and localizer parameters, the VFR
type deceleration profile can be computed and

9: I. ' 7 1 flown safely to hover and touchdown under zero-zem
44 .. IMC If. of course, the landing guidance informatioi

is properly presented to the pilot. The importanco
of the OME range and range rate becomes more ob-

", Ivious if one considers that the reliability of
pitot-static air data deteriorates rapidly below
40 knots indicated airspeed. Even special low air.
speed indicators are of marginal use because they
indicate speed relative to the air mass, not rela-
tive to the landing point. Speed and distance

. relative to the desired landing point must be
definitively established if the helicopter is to

Figure 7. Control for AN/ARQ-31 Airborne Landing safely land, in IMCat that point. Precise range
Set. and range rate must be provided by a precision

landing guidance system.
-k e landing system ocerates at Ku-band (azimuth,

elevation, range and range -ate) and uses scanning However, the best quality landing guidance dat
tea-is to generate glides'ooe ad localizer guid- in the world is of little use to the pilot unless
ince Information as does t.,e :arrier based Navy it can be effectively translated into the control
A N/SPN-41 and marine Remote Area Approach and movements required to intercept and maintain the
Lard'rq System ('.'AALS', sed .4th the AN/ARA-63 required localizer, glideslope and deceleration
and 4N/ARN-128 airborne sets. mith the MPSBLS/ profiles, which leads us to the DSAL Flight Direct
'..-:l c:Tbination, orecise ;ui"sce 1s provided
to a'rcraft all the May to tz3c~dcwn. The OSAL Flight Director

'er-aps tne -ost ',::rta't ;u'jance data pro- Actual flight test experience has proven that
i41ed to the elicootee, te guidance data even the most proficient and current Instrument
that -akes the :mC :SAL -a-e..e- ossible, is the pilots cannot be expected to interpret and respond
rave and range rate :ata !r', d "-cm the "PSBLS/ to raw data Indications of localizer and glideslop4
:R2-3I Pstance meas~rl-g 'h':nt CME, The deviations (needle displacements proportional to
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, .,. . . . . . . ..rr rr v - .. .. . . . . . -, . _ .

., i l. izer a-! ; ' , :e. icn angles) select knobs -n he 'nor4zontal s ta indicator

ilorq i-in rtw ita range a.d ,inge rate informa- (HSI) (see Figures 9, 19 and I1).
- * rl n the -anner required to safely and consis-

*'e :4C DSAL rianeuver to acceptabie Selected airspeed may be changed through the
". ', "ni-ums ne task of performnig the IMC airspeed "beep" switch on top of the cyclic grip
7A L - 'eu,,er 'o ;oeeis slower than ]0 knots is and a go-aro- i or missed approach mode may be
r. e p: ed _v the 4,ict that the flight activated thro,';h a button on the collective grip.

'so;n~es ,if the helicopter
. , p dece'erates Raw :murse eviat~on data is "isplayed on the

.- m '. " " -j t "s':'inmi 'ft. There- -SI al ng .to ::/rom and reading situation data
113'" w Pta !iSp 3y ust :see Hgure l1). t is imoiortant to rote that io

i -e 3,31'De o "e i''t f -e 's to routine- FD command iata s oresented on the HSI. -he -S
SAe L -i--,er - .-ate,er weather is rincinall/ an integration of the cross-pointer

"e -_rc, n'ers ,, ', , :ero -eiling course deviation 4ndicator and the radio-magnetic
-- ..... 4-' ... ' -e neading iriizator and displays only the raw sitia -

* " ,:r-- m  tion Jata wnich has not been processed by the PD
rcompu ter.

.' -. ter- "e -'icator of or;marv interest to the pi'ot

S., - 7.-".e. -: 'e s'V '' .at':ns "S toe -tt,'%Je 'irector rdicator (ADI see
• . . . .. . . . - ures 9, -O ,no 12). This is the indicator that

".- .at n. displays toe :ornmard jata wnich has been cc"outec
.. .. _ ,.-w , . : -er with by the _ "r uter and, as such, is an extension

-. - "1 - nt " 5- r:a-c'-'- ' i:celero- of that ccmcuter. In reality, the ADI is the link
l'i: t t e e pilot has between the -- computer and the pilot's eyes that

,. V' :,-r, ned, -s cr.' '.rr gh the completes the FO control loop. Therefore, the
,-.... -_r - eerate Pe 2' ,t e - ht pilot simply becomes an autopilot servo system and

1 - 'c, :eda a1 c '- e con- is relieved of the requirement to scan a great -any
iIs ._ S5ry -e cu''C j e -ain- instruments and subsequently figure out what to do

----------------- " o-:n: ;' ,with the rpadirgs from these instrurents. The -ilot
is simply required to pass along the AD' servo

11 v " - s s -e " . rfrarce commands to the slight ccntrols.
-"" .4" 1 -e ,er mhto the 1-cue FD, it

,, -e :enei .il to review toe f~nctions of the Four commands are presented to the pilot
" :'- . t o hiic tre iot ras access during 4hrouil the ADI (see Figure 12). The cyclic roll

.i! ,t selects the vertica I altitude M nd bar is centered by causing the correct
,-)!I or -an, ',rgitud'nal ',2:eed hold or de- amount of 'and rate of) bank through the correct

.- ,- .' 3i.r n) ard lateral (,eading ,,R, "DF or use of his lateral cyclic control. The cyclic roll
..}caer ,ocdes -e wishes to fly on the 'FLIGHT command bar thus directs the aircraft toward and
"Th CNTROL' FPC) which is in the console located subsequently causes it to maintain a selected head-
belween he pilot's ard co-pilot's seats see ing'or VOR, ADF, TACAN, go-around or localizer
Figure 3). The -odes the pilot nas selected are course. -ne cyclic pitch or speed command bar is

centered by causing the correct amount of (and rate
of) longitudinal pitch angle change through correct

"- '" - ' use of the fore-aft cyclic control. The cyclic
APPV,4S pitch or speed ccornand bar thus directs the air-

T ID .. craft to and causes it to naintain a selected air-
AR Ay. speed or to follow the prescribed range rate decel-

eration profile. The collective (power) command

H..,,, LO' bar is centered when the proper amount of collective
4 %l(up or down, as required) has been applied by the

-'- pilot to control the rate of ascent or descent
necessary to climb (or descend) to and maintain a
preselected altitude, track a selected glideslope

.AO ~or establish the programmed rate of climb during
.'3-the go-around or missed approach mode. The Pedal

coimand bar is in view at airspeeds below 45 knots
when one of the lateral FD modes Is being flown.
Thir har is centered by applying that amount of

Figure S. Flight Path Control FPC) for Flight pedal required to align the aircraft with either a
Director System. preselected course (e.g., inbound localizer course)

or heading (e.g., go-around heading), when the
* ,'nuncfared by lights In ,'e j, "jtt'.s selected pedal command bar is in view, priority is devoted

vi cn a 'fl ight director mode irnnuciator" panel to centring it rather than the turn Corlinat'on
'>,:aaed in the top center of the piot's pr~mary ball, The pedal ccrnrand bar is especially 4mpor-
.'strr-ent cluster (;ee 1i' ires ) d ' - he tant on aircraft lacking iny sort of "decendent
"- s t 3 r 4 etPading hold moje bpcause, if properly flown, it%. :0 ?ot ie', cts the .zo rP ,4 1 ai ,1  t es to

fy wi the 3r Pr'Qrie :' jrse 'r ',,adlng prevents the a'rcraft frxn weathersinig into t"e
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.,n at s'ow soeeis and t'ius :cr-,ents a jestruct,,ve 2ust as to ~W ',ad ce'ected the LOC "'ode,
'otero:har.qe of localizer a',d liioeslo pe data within as long is ialif_ 7YE and Ilileslope data are being
to e fjght oath ccmpter (lu ri-1 '7e terroinal Dhase received, he will 31co r'ave selected the approach
of a 2SAL "(P)adeclrtnmaneuver), assures iadequate lateral con- (AP adHeeerton ;KL) modes on the DC
-ral (thr?,gh the lateral :.-1i.- :crinand) at low (see Figure 9). When Ine~e two mcces are leed

eecoS arc , oern~aos icst 'o: antly, assures te thley wilautcrat :i' aintained in 3i'-e
-tta e ;nl, reeos to 'ock straight anead to condi'o (i.e., t : .'M i~d ?EC!71 I;MY)t

i-_i e 7q :'Ofle -4-en ".e tisstosfrom 'MC tur e of to e E,~s a'; n'- ns i t,-n tc I -e cel-
2 ~i~q:c"Oi~cns.eration Pocfile

1 ata3 rese~nteo, Z. -"e ZCl 4clude Astearr~ cr ce e gli desloc-e
3r-4 -:1 al -criOzz', -ec ht 3too.'c touichdown, capture point, the K :c-' 1 ective ocoimrand lunctOOD
0 ccr''"ji . -a c'n-Ie. r Ir turn tall - used will be autcmraticalv :r-ans,'erred from the al t,, .,-e

-!e O~ i or tirn -~r~a -i n ,nen -~e peal nol d (and APP 'ARM) 'o the a-.croach (APP) 'ocCe;i
:a' ar i s Duit D0 cw) and r~ ia ta gl 4 esl1ooe the ' plot keens his -I-llective zommand bar :-e''ered.

a"' 4r 3' 'cwa ct" .o ren 3ccrcach a~mor he wl -3ptu re andl 'aioto, - i seece 1 'c-
"e *s 'n ase' 31 1~c all sential slio e all the 'way to th)e 4eSired lover polI 't

*~~ 4--- :'Z c-,ZI5~t' at3 e.g., aircraft -oucrZc.cn 4,n the :td e n o1d is, r :m'e,
3ttt , ,e 2r-es ert' 'i'e 2 ae , tone io t Zre'ptec, by toe -

-he a'rcraft -.-.i2e~"e :eel era~r.~~
s "~ "'ctions ave bee file (iqure 1 ';t n"e -,-ran-. r~ed ic"

e , ,r.,e are 'j's:ss a scenario has se~ected. At , -- -aoture .oirt .~~
A'"a~3-al ccoz-Dli'sned. 3100 f'eet -mE r'a~e r a eot airspeed. -e9

is ,c- that the pilot PD cyclic Zit-n *v -T-i rd fu nctior wi~ -a
ln "q '~" 'r-e _s '.-eo enroute 31 ti- 3utcmaticalliv tr - o m the iirs-eed

-~~~a I a'e ''teir- -cn -2~ _-,4E A ran-3r.e
- o ~d ra'~d bar, and a desired eceleain-e itkpshs j'
0 a in' rd o ar). 'this pic soei::n' 1  ~ ered, 'he r -

e-_t _,,se --elect- Knot' -n a i 1,1 ec ecrat3 t 2' Vcht e. er
a 3 1 _r :"~eard desi4,red l'o er ~

ia ; e ;i'es pe a nri le
cad. Lue -ay al so During te K_,, -i er s t!oe airo :-- 4S

a i ~1.....-ead i ng to toe local i- ssthrough 45 =,i a r_,_ed,*the pedal c-r-ro
r 1'r no -ea "-'--eact rco on the tar (the fourth o -e~ --e AD1) c.roes into i4aw.

-.s ~~'- s '"-'t t"an thne Zr~e re JP 'o tri is tme e~' -<,iot i~as been keeping nis~ -i - , toefl'.;nt direc- c-- ne cyM; ur4 ~" nated by centeo s
rrao ar - ~ ~ -"s t cnterd, ill turn coordination tall in toe bottom of his K

* :-7- a-d" r ilot to -"e -,q adn At no time 4ow, however, he -us" Keep his pedal comumand tar
'' a e ;.randed -o c-e cad a nl fbn etrd l rer t31a],n his aircraft with tne
ie'" r ic'rection. inboun'd aporcach Ziiu"5e for reasons already ex-

Olalned).
-hp tne'lot files to: qihin toe coveraqe of

-~e landng s/stem, lica,izz-2r and ghd'esl -oe flags Therefore, siMply t~ Keeping all of his 'SAL
wiiretract, and the localiier and lie esitu- FD commnand cues centlered on the ADI, the pilot ,q' wll ne? Jisc*afed on toe -4S:. P'vE '-alrqc, ranqe witnout the burder -, ailating his mot 4onrs, oi I1

rt ~d ' e4,nt 3bove ,-oh:~ ot rad4ar al titude) be providing toe >"c' cntrol inputs to saf-lY
-DV al so 1,c oh d o n the i:?prooriate raw data and comfortably 3uJe toe aircraft to a prec'se

cars (S CP .Ae 3i~ and ) hover point -without visual -eference to obects out-
side the cockpit (about a 5 to 10 foot hover).

:~he ilIo t s eceiving valid -!1E and locali-
ita '-m ne~anq ~ser, -enay now select Prior to onmmencirg the FD DSAL maneuver, the

-cal ' -- , L 'c Znr "is 7PC (See Figure 3). pilot w~ll know a safe go-around or missed actrcac Ih
t neZaa Is 31 , ,-e KC-ode will engage and head ing . During the 3SAL nanreuver, he will oval in

--e -ding "ald , i te p"'eemoted; h roll command this heading with the heading select knco on t-in t
-,ir to e _1DI wil I o-w be c'T'randing the proper (this will have no effect on the FD at this tme

~'-n tomaitai th Arect':clizr itercept since the cO is computing turns via localizer ur
t
i' Zurse is det'-'mined by toie OSAL FD computer deviation data). If at any point during the ESAL

ihr 3u i Jance ll afrom thne I n qsstmIht maneuver, down to and icungthe hover or touch-
* '"i~m th ed n rl referrence( As the 3ircraft down in the L7, the Di t eteins thtay4n

inches the 1Iclie csatr to capture codto xsts, he -an execute the FO go-arcund
trk the ' c i 'en c-u r -e wil b Ie =cuted and (G/A) maneuver. Thp oi lot tei-ninates the SAL rna-

V. ~ n te ~ r~ I :'Ta~dOar, i th piot neuver the instant -.e ,uslcs the /A button on his
-. s'e a e 1re, e i epn h ai - ollectiie :orrnjl 'ever 3rd, by centering t1he

t - nIr~err1te ,Iy to te dei", ovr es 2oe' e, i; ... a 'or 'le 2nr,ute jr.I
.":..- -nt '0 tte "'e 1~teiut-r"atj- DSAL *ae.cc i rvI~ he :-ntro'

:crlte ~ irhr"a'-s is" 35*rO5;'mi's) . '!--u'-- . ' t~t2 feet -er -, te)

-~-%

-7%
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* 'qure 10. Fliqmt director inStr,'jment panel, DSAL project jircraft (Armly 18261)
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C HEADING LUB ER L!7;-E

.i3:'- ay elc Displays selected localizei7iZasslce or VCR radial.

4 indicates aircraft --otinn
- -.- >~--:- qards larding or ra., ii::.

A *LOCALZE CR 'iOR ZE*1:T:^l 3.R
________ i_______ x~(~ igl~ eviatz- n fr-.

lcaiizer or a;C d

indicates aircraft .Ltna..oy
-from landingy or r'av a'd.

Figure 11. Legend for Horizontal Situation indicator (HSI) functions (navigation situation/position/
heading indicator).

~ :T2E::E:(_________________ 4~7 0tL C7%N!'D 3AR

C" L'rPilot centers ar with prcper
1e't/r'p n17H' -Oeent to

iiAcnieve c2:-rct -ol 1atti-.6e.

t t c" r I r Iwith :rcper 5' 0AP ":~CE Y"L
-r/" ,c'i -sve',7ert, to ~-
-i ccrr2c* -'ste c C~fl ''p J

o let '-- Z r~ ii-' n~t ' .t -ell -Cverrcnt to iciie
correc:t rate of 5 sent or a crc edn ctiv, below 4 Knots.

i hr

F i ra ,on . -,r At' ' tr j' -r AC2K.! -.'tn f~C ol ectie, pedal control
'ra n d,,' i tt i e i nd c o r\
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accelerate to a safe airspeed (about 70 knots) and 2. Griffith, Carl D., et al, Sperry Flight Systems,
turn to and maintain the preselected G/A heading, Phoenix, Arizona. "Recent Advances in

Flight Director And Automatic Flight
Summary ard Conclusions Control Systems for IFR Helicopter

Operations", May 1975, Reprint No. 921,
The previous scenario tenroute navigation, 'MC Presented at the 31st Annual National

'SAL and go-around) for a helicopter IMC operation Forum of the Atrerican Helicopter
is not a hypothetical scenario - it has been rou- Society, 'Washington, D.C.
tine - arnu relianly accomplished hundreds of times
jnder simulated "%C to zero-zero conditions. It 3. Griffith, Carl 0., Sperry Flight Systems
has even been accomolished with "ands (and feet) Avionics Div., Phoenix, Arizona, 'Heli-

- , off of the controls by coupling the FD command data copter Flight Controls - Today and
(the Jata that goes to toe A0) to the 4-axis Tomorrow", Professional Pilot, May 1978.
autooilot )n beard the DS4L oroject aircraft and

al'owing it to fIy the DSAL -naneuver by itself.

I-I e Amlcen.ix to this laper contains sample data
S from 3 -'J ,'3Le'ed 14A'iUA' AP PROACH") and from 3

Autzoi'.tt -ne'ed C APPOOACH") approaches. Acknowle ie-ents
This ~ata 's 3n i7 strti*n )f te performance
t18!a 93S -ee 2-'.ed 'o tne 4-cue. 4-axis '.SAL The authors wish to exoress their aoDrecia-

Secr.'Jpict (KP system, with tion to all of the Tersors ono have contributed to

uidance rm i Scanning beam landing system. This the research which has proviced the basis for this

Jata shows "a7t ne :MC ]SAL laneuver can be flown paper. in particular, the authors wish to ackocw-

frsm Drlcticaiy any intercept altitude (1000 feet ledge the contributions of Messrs. 4alter Sabey

and 2^0 "ee, s~cwn), along any glideslope (6 and and Thomas 4cNamara of the EPADCCOM Flight T est

12 tegrees .. n. by either the pilot, through the Act.ivity, Lakehurst, NJ, who, as ;ro3ect oilots for

, Jr oy -He 3utpilct, to a stable hover over the our decelerated steep approach and ia-iing systenm

desired rni ,cint. The lata shows further,that flight test programs, provided invaluable aviator
.hen t oint has been reached, it is with- and technical expertise which led to toe -ealiza-

n 1 to -t e esied glideslope and loca- tion of a tr'ily flyable nelicopter FR eceltrating

lizer ce"c ost i-.ortantly,this data steep approach and landing system.
ilj strates -at tre 7MC helicopter approach and
1anding :aca ;lity is here, today, for those who Special acknowledgement and appreciation is

wish to 'se "t. also extended to Mr. Robert P. Boriss, fornerly
with our Landing Branch, and Mr. ;od Iverson of

Oeferemces Sperry Flight Systems,whose work in the development
of the theory and hardware for the helicopter :FR

I. Boriss, :bert, et al, "Integration of 4-Cue decelerating steep approach and landing system,pro-
Flight Director and 4-Axis Autopilot vided the nucleus for ultimately extending the

with MLS for CAT III Helicopter IFR", unique operational capabilities of the helicopter

Professional Pilot, March 1975. to the IFR domain.

APPENDIX

This appendix contains sample data from 6 DSAL performance. Localizer and glideslope deviations

maneuvers. This analog data was recorded on a in "feet" from centerline are superimposed on the

multi-channel strip chart recorder which was part angular data in spots representing the maximum

of the OSAL project aircralt's airborne data re- displacements from course centerline. Note, that

cording system. The data plots are "real-time" all approaches converge to a relatively stable

olots of glideslope and localizer angular tracking hover over the soot oF intended landing.

error in degrees, along with range and range rate

79-16- 9
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-125 r-----r-r- :ALM, 330S *
14TERCEPT ALTIT,,DE 3M FT

0 ~fLflIK V. M~

100~o --- _ _ _ _ _

-T 2.5 r

Appendix, Figure 1. Flight director OSAL along a 6 degree glideslope; initiated from a 1000 ft glideslope
intercept altitude.
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WGE _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

AUTOMATIC APPROACH, 60 GLIDESLOPE----'-r-------

0WINED: 110 AT 4 KTS, HDG 330 V ----

!NTERCEPT ALTITLDE 200 FT AGL

:00

4+2

Ei P-,' T

0lQE ___________________ __ __

Appendix, Figure 5.Autopilot DSAL along a 6 degree glideslope; Initlated from a 200 f t q11id es I ce
intYercept altitude.
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Appendix, Figure 6. Autecil.at :SAL along a 12 Jeree gI1,1-es':,-e, *r.t! 'Fld 'rF-m a ',^0 f* )ies:
Tntercept a ItI !,e.
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